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          The benefits of 5G for Industry 4.0



      






    
          5G is set to bring a wide range of innovative new applications to the industrial sector. Discover how 5G is leading the way to Industry 4.0.
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          How is 5G responding the needs of companies and their customers?



      






    
          5G is opening up new perspectives in a wide range of sectors. How is Orange using 5G to respond to the needs of companies?
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          5G: new technology, much more powerful



      






    
          


5G is much more powerful than 4G. What is the technology behind 5G and what are the benefits?
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          Standalone 5G: wireless fibre for industry



      






    
          

A standalone 5G network has the power and reliability of fibre without the need for any cables.
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          Horticulture experts Trakat more reachable thanks to Cloud Telephony



      






    
          

For horticulture specialists Trakat, Cloud Telephony by Orange means more efficiency and cheaper communication.
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          Checklist: is a virtual switchboard what your company needs?



      






    
          

Permanent reachability, a flexible configuration and no technical hassle - our Cloud Telephony virtual switchboard sounds like every company’s dream. But is it the best telephony solution for your business? 
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          Virtual calls: 4 major benefits of Cloud Telephony



      






    
          

Flexible working with maximum availability? Now it’s possible thanks to the Cloud Telephony virtual switchboard. Discover the 4 major benefits. 
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          CommuniThings and Orange solve parking problem



      






    
          Parking goes much smoother with the Internet of Things. The young technology company CommuniThings is proving this in several Belgian cities.
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          IoT: Orange is building (the day after) tomorrow today



      






    
          The Internet of Things is the future that starts today. Orange innovates and makes countless IoT applications available to everyone. 
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          The IoT as the driving force behind ‘smart cities’



      






    
          The IoT will make the smart city of tomorrow even smarter. Kanaal Z shows how Orange is already investing heavily in the future.
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    Hello, Interested
 in our offer?
    Welcome to
 Orange Business.
  

  
    
      
        
          Thanks for your interest in our offers, let's schedule a meeting.

          Contact us

        

        Request a Quote
        I have a question or a complaint
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            An advisor will call you back.          

        

      

      
        

        
        
This form is for companies. If you are an individual or employee, please click here.


 Company name *

 VAT number *

 First name *

 Last name *

 Email *

 Phone number *


 Comments and questions


* Mandatory fields
Orange respects your privacy, so your details are not used within our company. You will find all information about it on our privacy page.
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